Precise measurement of the Higgs boson properties is an important issue of the International Linear Collider (ILC) experiment. We studied the accuracy of the Higgs mass reconstruction in the ZH → qqH multi-jet process with the Higgs mass of MH = 120 GeV at √ s = 250 GeV with the ILD detector model. In this study, we obtained the reconstructed Higgs mass of MH = 120.79 ± 0.089 GeV and 5.3% measurement accuracy of the cross-section for ZH → qqbb with the integrated luminosity of L = 250 fb −1 data samples.
Introduction
International Linear Collider (ILC) [1] is a future e + e − collider experiment for the precise measurement and the validation of the Standard Model (SM) physics, especially for the measurement of the Higgs boson property, even the discovery of the Higgs boson will be realized in Large Hadron Collider (LHC) experiment. In the SM, light Higgs boson mass (M H ) is predicted around the 114. 4 GeV ≤ M H ≤ 160 GeV from the study in LEP [2] and Tevatron [3] experiment. The largest production cross-section for SM Higgs boson is obtained through the Higgs-strahlung (e + e − → Z * → ZH) process which associated with the Z boson and the Z mainly decays topair, as shown in Fig. 1 , around the ZH production threshold energy shown in Fig. 2 (a) . Since Higgs boson mainly decays to bb pair at the Higgs mass below 140 GeV region as shown in Fig. 2 (b) , the final state of the ZH → qqH process forms the four-jet. In ILC experiment, the most of interesting physics processes including ZH process form the multi-jets final state from the decay of gage bosons (W, Z) and heavy flavor quarks (b, c), thus ILC detectors are required to have the good jet energy resolution for the precise measurement. There are three detector concepts, SiD, ILD and 4 th for the ILC detector, and ILD is the merged concepts of the previous GLD [4] (Asian group) and LDC [5] (European group) models for the Letter of Intent (LOI) submission [6] . In order to achieve the best jet energy resolution, ILD adopt the Particle Flow Algorithm (PFA) suited detector design. Since the PFA performance is degraded by the cluster overlapping and the double-counting of the particles energy in the calorimeter, particles separation in the calorimeter is an important key for better PFA performance. The figure-of-merit of the PFA performance from each detector parameter relating to the particles separation in the calorimeter is described as
where B is a magnetic field, R is a detector radius, σ is a segmentation of the calorimeter and R M is a effective Moliere radius of the calorimeter. In order to maximize the F.O.M., ILD detector adopts the large radius tracker and high granularity calorimeter with 3.5 T magnetic field. In this analysis, we study the direct reconstruction of the Higgs boson mass with the full detector simulation for ZH → qqH, H → bb four-jet mode with the ILD detector model.
Simulation tools
For full detector simulation study, we use the ILD detector model based Monte Carlo (MC) full simulation package called Mokka, which is based on the MC simulation package Geant4 [7] . Generated MC hits are reconstructed and smeared in the reconstruction package called MarineReco which includes the PFA package called PandoraPFA [8] . Since √ s = 250 GeV reconstructed and skimmed signal and background samples called DST files are generated for the LOI physics analysis in ILD group, we use these DST data samples saved in the linear collider common data format called LCIO. For the DST data sample analysis, we use the useful analysis package library called Anlib for the event shape analysis and jets reconstruction, and analysis process is handled through the Root [9] based analysis framework called JSF [10] . For the comparison of the PFA performance between realistic PFA and perfect-clustering PFA, we also use the GLD detector model MC full simulator called Jupiter [11] with the generating the signal and background events by PYTHIA, and reconstruction package called Satellites [12] based on Root, both of them are also controlled in the JSF framework. From the comparison of the ZH → qqH in GLD detector model, shown in Fig 2, PandoraPFA reconstruction performance (a) achieve the comparable perfor-mance with perfect-clustering PFA (b) in terms of the reconstructed Higgs mass distribution width of σ which corresponds to the jet energy resolution even only the ZZ →′q′ background is considered. Therefore, we shift to the full SM background analysis with common DST data. The SM Higgs boson is mainly produced through the Higgs-strahlung e + e − → ZH process around the production threshold center-of-mass energy ( √ s ∼ 230 GeV). Since the main decay mode at M H < 2M W , Higgs boson mainly decays to bb pair, thus largest production cross-section is obtained from the ZH → qqbb process, which forms four-jet final state and both Z and H can be reconstructed directly. Fig. 4 shows the typical event display of the ZH → qqH in JSF.
In this analysis, we assume the center-of-mass energy as the ZH production threshold of √ s = 250 GeV and the light Higgs mass of M H = 120 GeV. Each DST data samples is scaled to the integrated luminosity of L = 250 fb −1 and the beam polarization to P (e + , e − ) = (30%, −80% In order to correct the escape energy from the heavy quark decay including neutrinos, kinematic five constraint (5C) fit is applied, which consists of the four constraints (4C) of momentum balance ( P x,y,z i = 0) and jets energy balance ( E i − √ s = 0) of the four-jet and one Z mass constraints for Z candidate di-jet. For the kinematic fitting, jet energies (E j ) and jet angles (θ, φ) of each jet are used as measured variables. Finally, reconstructed Higgs mass distribution is fitted with the Gaussian convoluted with Gaussian function for the signal and exponential function for the contribution from background events which remain after the Higgs boson selections.
Jet Reconstruction
Since the final state of the ZH → qqH mode forms four-jet, after the PandoraPFA clustering, forced four-jet clustering based on Durham jet-clustering algorithm has applied. In order to select the best jet pair combination from the four-jet, following χ 2 value is evaluated,
where M 12 is Z candidate di-jet mass, M issM 34 is a missing mass of the remaining Higgs candidate di-jet, M Z is the Z boson mass (91.2 GeV), and σ MZ and σ MissM34 are sigma of distribution of the reconstructed Z boson mass and the missing mass of the Higgs candidate jets, respectively. In order to select the best jets pair combination, χ 2 < 10 is required for the reconstructed jets pair.
Event selection
After the χ 2 cut to select the best jet pair combination, following event selections are applied for background rejection: Finally, we apply the vertex tagging selection for the neural net output of the b-likeness analyzed in the vertexing package called LCFIVTX in ilcsoft. The reduction summary in each event selection is listed in the Table 2 : Backgrounds reduction summary in each selection for ZH → qqbb.
From the reduction summary of Table. 2, ℓℓℓℓ four-leptonic background can be suppressed completely by number of particles cut (N P F Os < 40) and the remaining backgrounds areandwhich including b-quarks event after applying the b-tagging. 
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